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Portraits are probably one of the most sought after and most treasured photos we can have taken of

ourselves. If you look on the Internet, you'll see tons of people posting selfies to social media

platforms for the whole world to see - they allow us to convey deep emotion and make a strong

statement. This guide will help you discover the methods to taking absolutely stunning portraits.

You'll learn: Tips, tricks and techniques to immediately improve your portraits Camera settings that

the pros use Step-by-step instructions on how to pose your subjects And much more! By the end of

this guide, you'll have the gift to make any subject you shoot look like a model. So what the heck are

you waiting for? Let's start taking amazing portraits.
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This book is almost a total waste of time. It says 34 pages but my God! the pages are countless. I

kept scrolling and scrolling and I never got to the end of the book. Perhaps there was something

wrong with the formatting or something, but each section is a hundred more repetition of the

previous section.This book contains about three sets of photography books, and at the end of these

books, there is a continuous repetition of the three books by a thousand, I could not get to the end

of the book.There are few good tips on photography and how to use photoshop to make photos look

better, but repeating them over and over again until there are about 110000 locations, common!

As an amateur and photo fan, I'm always looking to get more skills in master my camera, settings

and software in order to improve my photos. This guide will give you over 27 tips that will help you to



improve your settings, the background colors and also how to set your lighting and the best angles

to take the pictures.I was amazed about all the things that I didn't know about how to pose your

subjects to get the most sought after and in demand portraits. I recommend this publication to all the

photo enthusiasts.

This booklet should have been better, better written and edited. An excerpt: "They need to look into

your eyes and have their soul touch theirs.". As for the tips, I would compare all the bits of

photographic knowledge with a big bag of rice. Imagine the bag tipped over on the kitchen counter.

This book represents the few random grains that bounced across the counter and fell to the floor.

Just the right book to help me with portrait photography. I'd always wanted to take the perfect shots

but I just can't seem to find a good help. This is my favorite hobby and I want it to be perfect. Thank

you so much for helping me out through this book. It helped me more than you can imagine.

I'm always interested in other photographers' tips. I found this book when searching on my Kindle

one evening and thought I'd check it out (it was temporarily being offered for free). After reading it, I

realized the difficulty in explaining how to set up poses correctly. It's done so much better with

explanation AND photos. Unfortunately Joseph even does a poor job of explaining the tips he

purports to offer (Are they actual tips?). After finishing the short book I decided to Google the author

and could find zero evidence that he is even a photographer. My guess is that he culls the internet

for a few tips and puts them together into ebooks with promising titles...changing the wording here

and there so that it is not plagiarism. I'd love to be proven wrong...to find out that Mr. Scolden is the

real deal, despite books that seem thrown together.

I liked this book very much. I gave me specific directions on what to do to take beautiful pictures. It

is full of details, very easy to understand and follow. I focused most at the chapter about Photoshop,

which I thought was very difficult. I was happy to find out that the basic information is

understandable and I could start using this software and training more and more. The only thing I

was discouraged about was the camera suggestions. I liked one of them very much, but the reviews

it had received were very discouraging. Perhaps it would be wise to check other cameras.
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